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Spherical-deformed shape coexistence for thepf shell in the nuclear shell model
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A spherical-deformed shape coexistence for semimagicpf-shell nuclei is investigated. Deformed states can
arise by breaking thef 7/2 submagic shell, and coexist with spherical yrast states for54Fe. These states are
shown to be primarily two-particle two-hole excitations on top of the respective correlated ground states. In
addition to these modes, a four-particle–four-hole excitation can be found for54Fe, which is related to the
deformed band of doubly magic56Ni. To investigate this shape coexistence, we use the conventional shell-
model diagonalization, constrained Hartree-Fock, generator coordinate, variation-after-projection, and Monte
Carlo shell-model methods.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Coexistence between spherical and deformed shapes
take place rather predominantly in and near semimagic
doubly magic nuclei. A clear example of such shape co
istence occurs in the Sn isotopes, where the yrast state
spherical, while deformed intruder bands appear at low
citation energy for1102120Sn ~for a review, see Ref.@1#!. In
general, a closed magic shell leads to a spherical config
tion for yrast states, while the coexisting deformed mode
produced by breaking the magic shell. The stability of t
spherical equilibrium helps to assure the presence of a
formed minimum due to its orthogonal structure.

Recently, such a spherical-deformed shape coexiste
has been experimentally found in the doubly magic nucl
56Ni @2#. For the description of this spherical-deforme
shape coexistence, shell-model and mean-field approa
@2,3# are both suitable. The shell-model approach has
advantage that it can handle spherical and deformed state
the same footing within a single theoretical framewo
Therefore56Ni has been a frontier for state-of-the-art larg
scale shell-model diagonalizations@2,3# and new methods o
shell-model calculations@3–10#. In Ref. @3#, by using the
constrained Hartree-Fock, generator coordinate, and M
Carlo shell-model methods, we successfully described
shape coexistence within thepf-shell model space using th
FPD6 realistic residual shell-model interaction@11#. In this
paper we investigate the spherical-deformed shape coe
ence in a wider range ofpf-shell nuclei withN528 which
includes the doubly magic nuclei48Ca and 56Ni and the
semimagic nuclei50Ti, 52Cr, and 54Fe. This investigation
provides a deeper understanding of the deformed ban
56Ni. To solve the shell model problem, the convention
shell-model diagonalization, the potential energy surfa
~PES! generated from the constrained Hartree-Fock~CHF!
method, the generator coordinate method~GCM!, variation-
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after-projection ~VAP!, and the Monte-Carlo shell-mode
~MCSM! approach are taken.

This paper is organized as follows. In the next section
discuss the shell-model calculation by the various meth
mentioned above: CHF, large-scale shell-model diagonal
tions, GCM, VAP, and Monte Carlo. The third section
devoted to a discussion of the spherical-deformed shape
existence in theN528 magic nuclei. In the last section, w
present a summary. All calculations are based upon thpf
shell-model space with the FPD6 realistic residual inter
tion @11#. The quadrupole matrix elements are calcula
with the same values of the effective chargesep51.23e and
en50.54e, as used in Refs.@3,7#.

II. SHELL-MODEL METHODS

A. Constrained Hartree-Fock

In the CHF@12# one constructs a PES, which is used
visualize the mean-field structure embedded in the sh
model space in terms of the quadrupole degrees of free
as shown in Ref.@3#. Here we takeq ~the intrinsic quadru-
pole moment! and g ~the triaxial angle! as constrained pa
rameters. In Fig. 1, contour plots for the PES’s are shown
the N528 nuclei 52Cr-56Ni. The PES’s for52Cr, 54Fe, and
56Ni show two minima, suggesting a spherical-deform

FIG. 1. PES’s on theq-g plane for 52Cr-56Ni. The dotted con-
tours are separated by 0.3 MeV. The solid contours are separate
1.5 MeV. The local minima are indicated by arrows.
©2001 The American Physical Society06-1
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shape coexistence. One is spherical and the other is pro
Prolate minima are located atq570, 65, and 85efm2, and
g50 for 52Cr, 54Fe, and 56Ni, respectively. For52Cr and
54Fe, the PES’s are rather shallow, while for56Ni, the PES
forms a pronounced prolate minimum with an axial (g50)
nature.

Next we consider the configuration of these prola
minima. The configurations of the CHF states at the lo
minima are shown in Table I. For54Fe, the occupation num
bers of upper orbits (f 5/2, p3/2, andp1/2! are 0.6 and 3.0 for
spherical and prolate minima, respectively. Although54Fe is
a semimagic nucleus, the ground state corresponding to
spherical minimum, is composed of various components
addition to (f 7/2)

14 configuration. Therefore we call it th
correlated ground state hereafter. By subtracting these
occupation numbers, on average, 2.4 nucleons~2.1 neutrons
and 0.3 protons! are excited~relative to the correlated groun
state! from the f 7/2 orbit into the upper orbits. Thus, in term
of the occupation numbers, these states are related to
correlated ground state by the excitation of approximat
two neutrons out of thef 7/2 shell. We will refer to these
states as ‘‘correlated two-particle–two-hole (2p-2h)’’ states
wheref 5/2, p3/2, andp1/2 are the particle states andf 7/2 is the
hole state. The ‘‘correlated 4p-4h’’ states will be those in
which approximately fourf 7/2 particles are excited out of th
correlated ground state. The orbit occupations of these n
tron excitations are similar to those of the neutron com
nent of the deformed~correlated 4p-4h) state of56Ni. Thus
at the mean-field level, spherical-deformed shape coex
ence is suggested for52Cr, 54Fe, and 56Ni. Core excited
configurations~e.g., coexistence! were first discussed fo
54Fe in Ref.@15#. Heydeet al. also suggested@1# the shape
coexistence for54Fe and its neighboring even-odd nuclei.

B. Large-scale shell-model diagonalization

Large-scale shell-model calculations are often carried
in the M scheme, where a Hamiltonian matrix, construc
from basis with a fixed total magnetic quantum number
diagonalized. Recent largest shell model calculations h
been carried out by Uret al. @16#. Their largest shell mode
dimension reached about 108. We have also developed a ne
M-scheme shell model codeMSHELL @17#, which could

TABLE I. Occupation numbers forf 7/2, p3/2, f 5/2, and p1/2

orbits for the CHF states at the spherical and deformed lo
minima. The second column is the value ofq at the local minimum.
Columns 3–6 correspond to the occupation numbers for neut
proton orbits.

Nucleus q (fm2) f 7/2 p3/2 f 5/2 p1/2

52Cr 35 7.6/3.7 0.3/0.2 0.1/0.1 0.0/0.0
70 5.4/3.1 0.8/0.7 1.3/0.2 0.5/0.0

54Fe 30 7.7/5.7 0.2/0.2 0.1/0.1 0.0/0.0
65 5.6/5.4 0.7/0.4 1.2/0.2 0.5/0.0

56Ni 0 8.0/8.0 0.0/0.0 0.0/0.0 0.0/0.0
85 5.4/5.4 0.8/0.8 1.4/1.4 0.4/0.4
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handle a shell-model problem with dimensions up to
3108 on a current workstation or parallel computer.

The M-scheme dimensions for48Ca–56Ni are 104– 109.
As the mass number increases, the shell-model dimen
rapidly increases. The dimensions for48Ca, 50Ti, and 52Cr
are within the limit of our shell model code, while for54Fe
and 56Ni, a diagonalization with a full shell-model space
not yet available. However, shell-model diagonalization w
a truncated shell-model space is still feasible. We use
truncation scheme% s<t( f 7/2)

A2402s(r )s wherer means the
set of thef 5/2, p3/2, and p1/2 orbits andt is the maximum
number of particles allowed to be excited. This truncati
scheme is natural because there is some gap betweenf 7/2
orbit and the others. For54Fe, up to at57 calculation is
feasible by our code. By such truncated shell model calcu
tions, we could get well-converged energy eigenvalues
yrast states. However, for nonyrast states which have a
related 2p-2h or 4p-4h structure, we need several eige
states with the same angular momentum. This require
larger number of iterations in the Lanczos process, and
diagonalization is much more time consuming and stor
requirement becomes extremely severe compared to the
states. Currently such a shell model calculation for54Fe and
56Ni is still quite difficult.

C. GCM calculations

A description more realistic than the CHF picture can
achieved by carrying out a GCM calculation within thepf
shell-model space@3,12–14#. The GCM uses various CHF
states specified by collective coordinates. Here we have
ried out GCM calculations withqW 5(q,g). The GCM wave
function is written as

uCJM&5E dqW f JM~qW !uFJM~qW !& ~1!

by superposing the projected CHF stateuFJM(qW )&, where
f JM(qW ) are the amplitudes of each projected wave funct
uFJM(qW )&. Here the projected wave function is determin
by

uFJM~qW !&5 (
K52J

J

gKPM ,K
J uf~qW !&, ~2!

whereuf(qW )& is a CHF states atqW and thegK is determined
by the diagonalization for each basis. To determine the a
plitude f JM(qW ), we evaluate the Hamiltonian and norm pr
jected matrix elements as

H HKK8
J

~qW ,qW 8!

NKK8
J

~qW ,qW 8!
J 5K f~qW 8!UH H

1 J PKK8
J Uf~qW !L ~3!

and we solve the generalized eigenvalue problem.
As an example, we take54Fe. We represent the (q,g)

plane by 121 mesh points. Then we solve the generali
eigenvalue problem. In Fig. 2, we show the results of
triaxial GCM. For each spin, we show the lowest 13 stat
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n/
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The spherical yrast and correlated 2p-2h ~deformed! states
are fragmented, but the levels characterized predomina
by this nature are shown as the bands on the right-hand
of Fig. 2. In the triaxial calculation, the ground state is lo
ered by 5.2 MeV compared to the HF energy. The total c
relation is defined by the difference between the HF a
exact energies. As this energy is about 6.5 MeV, the GC
calculation is good as an approximation. This is due to
mixing among the GCM bases and angular momentum p
jection.

Furthermore, it is interesting that a correlated 4p-4h band
appears, which is shown on the right-hand side of Fig.
This mode was not anticipated in the PES. The correla
4p-4h character of this band is determined by analyzing
occupation numbers. The deformation of this correla
4p-4h band is significantly larger than that of the correlat
2p-2h band and is similar to the correlated 4p-4h band of
56Ni @3#. The nature of this correlated 4p-4h mode will be
further discussed in the next subsection.

D. Variation after projection

To go beyond a mean-field description, the VAP a
GCM methods are known to be useful. In the VAP meth
we consider the angular momentum projected energy sur
(J-energy surface! of a given shell-model Hamiltonian
which is general and is not restricted by the collective co
dinates. In the VAP, we consider the variation

dF ^CJMuHuCJM&

^CJMuCJM& G50, ~4!

where the variational wave function has the same form
Eq. ~2!, except the variational parametersqW . Here the varia-
tional parameters aregK and uf& itself. We solve this varia-
tional problem by the gradient method@18#. As there are
several energy minima in theJ-energy surface, we can obta
several solutions in the VAP method. In the VAP, the nu
ber of variational parameters is too large to graphically vi
alize the energy surface. Therefore, we mathematically ju
local minimum when the norm of gradient vector vanishe

The VAP results for54Fe are shown in Fig. 3. For th
54Fe ground state, the VAP calculation gives a lower ene

FIG. 2. GCM eigenenergies for54Fe in triaxial GCM. Among
three levels, yrast, correlated 2p-2h and correlated 4p-4h states are
selected shown forJ50, 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 in the right-hand par
04430
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than GCM calculation. The improvement is due to the c
relation out of theq-g plane, while the VAP energy is stil
about 1 MeV higher than thet57 shell-model diagonaliza
tion. For the yrast level scheme, the VAP level scheme
similar to those oft57 diagonalization.

In the VAP we also find a local minimum in theJ-energy
surface for the correlated 2p-2h mode as expected from th
PES and GCM. These local minima are not very well defin
in J-energy surface because the norm of gradient vector
comes small but is not zero. In Fig. 3, the energy spectr
for the correlated 2p-2h mode is shown at the point whe
the norm of gradient vector is smallest. This energy is hig
than that of GCM. The correlated 2p-2h states are strongly
coupled with states nearby. The quadrupole moments
230, 239, 239, 239, and238 for the 21, 41, 61, 81,
and 101 states, respectively.

The correlated 4p-4h mode is quite interesting becaus
this mode has no minimum in the PES, while in theJ-energy
surface, these states form a distinct local minima. The qu
rupole moments are242, 255, 256, 259, and261 for
21, 41, 61, 81, and 101, respectively. Thef 7/2 occupation
number is rather constant concerning spin with values of
to 3.4 for protons and 5.2 to 5.3 for neutrons. The exci
nucleon number is about 2.7 for both protons and neutr
which is quite similar to the deformed band of56Ni @3#.

Here we note that, in stead of HF, the VAP based up
the Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov method is considered to giv
better approximation. Such a method and its extension h
been developed by the Tu¨bingen group@10,20#.

E. Monte Carlo shell model

In order to obtain a more accurate description, we mo
to the Monte Carlo shell model. Within one projected Sla
determinant, VAP is the best method. To improve the VA
approximation, we should express eigenstates by proje
multi-Slater determinants. The GCM calculation meets t
requirement but its multi-Slater determinants are restric
by generator coordinates. Namely, the GCM is a diagon
ization of the shell-model Hamiltonian within the truncate
shell-model space concerning the quadrupole degree
freedom. To evaluate shell-model eigenstates precisely,
should express eigenstates by well-optimized projec
multi-Slater determinants without any shape assumption.

FIG. 3. VAP and MCSM level schemes for54Fe
6-3
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problem is how to choose the set of Slater determinants. T
problem is solved within the QMCD method as discussed
Refs.@4–7#.

The results for yrast and correlated 2p-2h ~prolate! states
in 54Fe are shown in Fig. 3. For the calculation of the no
yrast states, we must take into account the orthogona
among eigenstates. As shown in Fig. 3, the eigenenergie
the MCSM results are several MeV lower than the VAP.
present the correlated 4p-4h deformed mode is too high in
excitation energy and appears to be outside the practic
applicable region of the MCSM calculation.

III. SHAPE COEXISTENCE IN THE NÄ28 NUCLEI

A. Systematics ofNÄ28 magic nuclei

Now we focus on the systematics of the spheric
deformed shape coexistence for the entire set of even-e
pf-shell nuclei withN528. We start with the doubly magi
nuclei 48Ca and56Ni. The 48Ca nucleus has no valence pr
tons~in the pf shell!. The PES of48Ca is completely spheri
cal. The ground state is composed mainly (90%) of
( f 7/2)

8 configuration, which indicates that48Ca is a good

FIG. 4. Level schemes for48Ca-56Ni. In the upper panel, spheri
cal yrast states are shown, while in the lower panel, nonyrast s
are summarized. Two columns are paired for each nucleus. In
upper panel, the left level scheme is experimental data and the
one is the results of the shell-model diagonalization calculations
the lower panel, the results of shell-model calculations for the c
related 2p-2h and 4p-4h states are shown. The open circles~con-
nected by gray lines to guide the eye! are the results of the weak
coupling scheme. Experimental data are taken from Refs.@2,21#.
04430
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doubly magic nucleus. The low-lying states are neutr
2p-2h states and are the neutron pairing vibration mod
@19#. On the other hand, the56Ni nucleus has eight proton
and eight neutrons in thepf shell. The partial shell-gap be
tween thef 7/2 and the otherpf-shell orbits gives rise to an
interesting feature. Contrast with48Ca, 56Ni has a rather soft
spherical yrast band with a well developed excited deform
band. This deformed band has been recently observed
perimentally@2#. The PES analysis in Fig. 1 indicates th
deformed band. The MCSM calculation with the FPD6 i
teraction can describe this spherical-deformed shape coe
ence quite well@3,7# and it clarifies that this deformed ban
represents a four-particle–four-hole excitation on top of
correlated ground state@3#. Thus the doubly magic48Ca and
56Ni are completely different in structure.

Next we examine how this difference evolves in the stru
ture of theN528 semimagic nuclei in terms of energy le
els, B(E2) values, and occupation numbers. In the up
panel of Fig. 4, the spherical yrast states are shown.
48Ca nucleus is doubly magic and it has a rather large e
tation energy for the 21 state. The yrast level scheme of50Ti
and 54Fe are composed mainly of the (f 7/2)p

2 or ( f 7/2)p
22

configuration with the neutronf 7/2 closed shell up to 61,
respectively. These spectra are typical of aT51 short range
attractive force. On the other hand, for higher spins, neutr
in the f 7/2 orbit must be promoted into the upper orbits. Co
sequently there is a large gap between 61 and 81. Experi-
mental data and shell-model results clearly show such g
in both spectra, in a consistent manner. Thus, particle-h
symmetry is seen. On the other hand, the main compon
of the low spin states of52Cr should be (f 7/2)p

4 up to 81 and
the gap should be between the 81 and 101. The shell-model
results show such a tendency, but the wave functions in52Cr
have appreciable mixing with other configurations. Con
quently the actual gap is not as pronounced as in50Ti and
54Fe. Thus, the spherical yrast states are nicely describe
the FPD6 interaction.

Next we move to the lower panel of Fig. 4, where t
nonyrast states are shown. We will refer to the states

tes
he
ht

In
r-

FIG. 5. ~a! The average number of nucleons excited from t
f 7/2 orbit (nr) for the 01

1 ~white bar! and 0p
1 ~black bar! states in

48Ca-56Ni. For 54Fe, the results of correlated 4p-4h mode are
added.~b! B(E2:21→01) values are shown. Open circles are t
experimental data@22,23#.
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lower panel by subscriptp. In Fig. 5 we show expectation
value of nucleons excited into the upper orbits (nr) and the
B(E2) values for the ground and 0p

1 states.
50Ti has a similar 2p-2h structure as48Ca, though its 0p

1

energy is lower. A correlated 2p-2h 2p
1 state develops, bu

theB(E2) andnr values are not very large. Thus50Ti shows
a transient aspect. For52Cr and 54Fe, the increase in the
number of valence protons lowers the deformed bandh
energy due to the proton-neuron interaction. Thenr for the
spherical states increases in52Cr, and then stays constant fo
54Fe and 56Ni. On the other hand,nr for the 0p

1 states for
48Ca-54Fe increases roughly in the same way as for
ground states, such that the difference is roughly two. T
for all of these nuclei the 0p

1 states are 2p-2h excitations,
built on the correlated ground states~correlated 2p-2h
states!. For 54Fe, the correlated 4p-4h state appears, which
has a quite similarnr as in 56Ni. According to the FPD6
interaction, such a deformed band seems to be a gen
feature around56Ni. The B(E2) values shown in Fig. 5 also
indicate the growth of collectivity. TheB(E2)’s of the yrast
states are rather constant and relatively small, while
B(E2)’s in the coexisting 2p2h mode becomes much large
as the valence proton number increases. TheB(E2) of the
4p4h mode of 54Fe is much larger than those of 2p2h
modes inN528 isotones and is similar to the one of th
4p4h mode in 56Ni. Thus, the nonyrast modes ofN528
isotones can be understood by a correlated 2p-2h or 4p-4h
excitation mechanism.

B. Weak-coupling scheme

To understand the behavior of the excited bandhead
ergy, we consider the weak-coupling scheme@25# based on
correlatednp-mh modes for proton and/or neutron degree
freedom. We start by assuming an effective closed-shell c
figuration forN528. Then if the average particle-hole inte
action is weak~we assume zero here!, the excitation energy
can be estimated from the experimental binding energ
@24# of neighboring nuclei. The bandhead energies of
excited 01 of 48Ca are estimated from the binding energ
of 46,48,50Ca because50Ca has two particles on top of th
magic core, and46Ca has two holes. This weak-couplin
situation is illustrated in Fig. 6~a!. The same picture can b
used to estimate the excitation energies of the correla
2p-2h neutron excitations for the other semimagic nuclei
to 54Fe. For 56Ni we must consider the excitation of fou
nucleons~two protons and two neutrons! acrossN528. The
relevant weak coupling picture is depicted in Fig. 6~b!. These
estimated values are shown in the lower panel of Fig.
These weak-coupling estimates, as shown in the bottom

FIG. 6. Schematic explanation of the weak-coupling schem
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Fig. 4, give the trend and a qualitative value for the exci
tion energies of these coexisting configurations.

The model of Fig. 6~b! can be extended to give the wea
coupling energiesEw of np-mh states relative to56Ni in
terms of the experimental binding energies of themp andnh
ground states. For example, the excitation energy of the
related 2p-2h state in 54Fe is given by Ew(2p24h)
2Ew(2h)51.60 MeV and the excitation energy of the co
related 4p-4h state in 54Fe is given by Ew(4p26h)
2Ew(2h)55.71 MeV. These are again in qualitative agre
ment with the results discussed in Sec. II. The weak-coup
estimate for the excitation energy of the 8p-8h configuration
in 56Ni is 10.56 MeV. Based upon the fact that there are
minima found in the CHF approach which correspond to t
configuration, it would not form a distinct collective ban
and the states would be mixed with other configurations.

Although these weak-coupling models start out by assu
ing an f 7/2 closed-shell atN528, we realize from the discus
sion in Sec. II, that they actually apply to the ‘‘effective’’ o
‘‘correlated’’ closed-shell configuration. The correlate
closed-shell configuration already contains a considera
amount of excitation energy across theN528 shell gap, and
the deformed coexisting states correspond to an additio
two or four nucleons excited across the gap. In this sense
weak-coupling model is dealing with what we call the ‘‘co
relatednp-nh’’ configurations.

IV. CONCLUSION

In summary, in the first part of this paper, we discuss
the GCM, VAP, and MCSM approaches for nuclear sh
model. In the next part, we reported a shell-model treatm
of the spherical-deformed shape coexistence for doubly
semimagicpf-shell nuclei. Consistent with a naive she
model picture, the yrast states are rather spherical and
f 7/2 configuration dominate the low spin states. As spin go
up, excitations into upper orbits become important and g
appear in the yrast level scheme of50Ti, 52Cr, and 54Fe.

A collective deformed mode coexists with the abo
spherical states. This mode can be understood in terms o
two doubly magic nuclei48Ca and 56Ni. In the former, a
two-neutron pairing vibration mode appears, while in the l
ter, there exists a clear correlated 4p-4h deformed band. For
semimagic nuclei, a correlated 2p-2h deformed band rapidly
develops as the valence proton number increases. In54Fe a
correlated 4p-4h mode seems to come down atE
;6 MeV. The description of this mode needs the consid
ation of a J-projected energy surface. This mode is qu
similar to the correlated 4p-4h deformed band of56Ni.

In addition to the shell-model results, we presented
simple argument based on the weak-coupling scheme to
derstand these states. These estimates rely on experim
binding energies and are free of the shell-model residual
teraction. These estimates reinforce our interpretation of
formed bands. Also, our microscopic calculations provide
interpretation of the weak-coupling model in terms of ex
tations out of a correlated ground state.

.
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